We have developed PRIDE, a primer design program that automatically designs primers in single contigs or whole sequencing projects to extend the already known sequence and to double strand single-stranded regions. The program is fully integrated into the Staden package (GAP4) and accessible with a graphical user interface. PRIDE uses a fuzzy logic-based system to calculate primer qualities. The computational performance of PRIDE is enhanced by using suffix trees to store the huge amount of data being produced. A test set of 110 sequencing primers and 11 PCR primer pairs has been designed on genomic templates, cDNAs and sequences containing repetitive elements to analyze PRIDE's success rate. The high performance of PRIDE, combined with its minimal requirement of user interaction and its fast algorithm, make this program useful for the large scale design of primers, especially in large sequencing projects.
INTRODUCTION
In most common large scale genomic sequencing projects the sequencing part is split into a random shotgun phase and a finishing phase (1) (2) (3) . In the shotgun phase, the sequence of a large number of single-stranded or double-stranded clones is determined from one or both ends using standard vector primers. In the second, the finishing phase, gaps are closed and singlestranded regions are double-stranded by primer walking (4, 5) . In cDNA sequencing, the directed phase starts right from the beginning due to the small size of the constructs.
For primer walking, specific primers are generated close to the ends of the known sequence to perform consecutive elongation steps. The repeated cycles of sequencing reactions and primer design are continued until all contigs are joined and the complete sequence has been determined unambiguously on both strands. Since a primer constitutes the starting point for the elongation, the design of walking primers plays a crucial role for efficient and successful sequencing.
In order to achieve high success rates, primers need to be selected carefully. Several parameters have been described in the literature to influence primer quality. The melting temperature of the primer and the stability of potential secondary binding sites are essential criteria to measure specificity of primer-template interactions. The existence of thermodynamically stable secondary binding sites leads to ambiguous sequences. The recently described (6) sequencing directly from large vectors (BAC, PAC) with inserts of 100-300 kilobases (7, 8) increases the probability of secondary primer binding sites drastically. This is partly due to the increased probability of several copies of the same class of repetitive element being located on such templates. Other parameters affect primer quality by reducing the amount of single-stranded primers that is available in the annealing step (self-complementarity, loop formation) or by modifying the efficiency of primer elongation (stability of the 3′-terminus). In addition, there are a number of further criteria suggested to influence primer quality (e.g. G/C content, 3′-terminal base).
Several primer design programs exist [e.g. OLIGO (9) , OSP (10), Primo (11) , Primer Master (12) ], which use a set of common criteria (e.g. G/C content, melting temperature) to evaluate the quality of primer candidates in a specific target region selected by the user. These criteria are supplemented by other parameters (secondary binding sites in the vector, potential for loop formation, existence of repeats) to improve the quality of primers. The computation of all these parameters, especially the search for possible secondary binding sites for every possible primer candidate, is a time consuming step. Therefore, primer design programs generally restrict the search space to regions where primer candidates are likely to be of high quality. This is done by masking all regions that contain extreme parameter constellations (e.g. a G/C content <20 or >80%). Primer candidates within such regions are excluded from the primer search, although these regions may very well contain primer sites of good quality. If no primer can be found using the default parameters, the user must repeat the search with less restrictive parameters until a primer is finally suggested. Especially for the sequencing of complicated (e.g. repeat-rich) sequences, this strategy may require extensive user interaction and is very time consuming. The strategy of masking accelerates primer searches on sequences of moderate length (several kilobases), but the performance decreases rapidly with increasing size of template and/or vector.
Here we introduce a new primer design program called PRIDE. It uses a different approach to streamline automated primer design in the context of large scale sequencing with the aim to minimize user interaction and to find all possible primer sites, even in 'difficult' target regions. We have selected a reduced set of independent criteria to efficiently describe primer quality. These criteria are calculated for every possible primer candidate over the entire target sequence without masking. We assign a quality score *To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: +49 6221 422 778; Fax: +49 6221 422 849; Email: s.haas@dkfz_heidelberg.de to every primer candidate using a flexible fuzzy logic rule system. In this way, PRIDE selects the best primer within any target region in a single run. The user interaction is reduced to a single user-defined parameter, the desired optimal melting temperature. PRIDE has been fully integrated into the Staden package (13) using its graphical user interface to control all features.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Physical parameters
Thermodynamic stability (melting temperature). Thermodynamic stability of the primer-template duplex has to be fixed within a small range according to the physical conditions present in sequencing reactions. We use a refined nearest neighbor method of Sugimoto et al. (14) to calculate the thermodynamic stability of hybrids. This method is an updated version of the method of Breslauer et al. (15) used in other primer design programs (9, 11, 12) .
In addition to the thermodynamic stability, melting temperature of a primer also reflects the strength of primer-template interaction. The discrete melting temperature of the primers can be inferred by combining thermodynamic stability, DNA concentration and salt concentration (16) . We provide an estimate of the melting temperature using the rules of Suggs et al. (17) , which assign 2 and 4_C for A/T and G/C pairs respectively. To provide the user with a more intuitive measure we also compute the melting temperature.
Secondary binding sites. The non-existence of secondary binding sites is necessary for efficient sequencing. We decided to include all relevant sequences for the calculation of possible secondary binding sites. This includes the sequencing vector and all known sequences of the template, including the sequences in related contigs. Additionally, we have implemented a user-defined database of repeats (Alu, LINE, MER, etc.) that can be checked against.
To our knowledge, there is no exact method to calculate stability of short dsDNA containing mismatches. Therefore, we approximate the stability of primer annealing at every possible secondary binding site using the algorithm of Sugimoto et al. (14) . The ratio between the stability of the duplex at the original binding site and that of the most stable secondary binding site yields a relative measure of the uniqueness of a primer binding site. Additionally, we weight the last eight bases at the 3′-terminus to reflect the extendibility of a primer by DNA polymerase.
Self-complementarity. Self-complementarity of a primer affects sequencing efficiency by reducing the concentration of singlestranded primer that is available in the sequencing reaction. The negative effect of self-complementarities would be increased further if the primer dimer could be elongated due to matching 3′-terminal bases and 5′-overhangs. We calculate the relative stability of the primer dimer with the highest number of neighboring complementary bases to reflect the probability of dimer formation. The quality of primers forming primer dimers is decreased.
Ambiguous bases. During sequencing, it is not always possible to resolve each base correctly. This will subsequently lead to the calling of bases of unknown type. The properties of primers containing such ambiguities cannot be calculated exactly. Therefore, we estimated the quality of these primers by assuming a worst case base composition and assign to primers with ambiguities a low quality.
Words of identical bases. Due to the increased error rate of base calling at the end of reads, PRIDE favors stretches of sequence that do not contain words of three or more identical consecutive bases.
Position of primers. For efficient sequencing using the walking primer strategy an optimal primer should be located close to the 3′-terminus of the already known sequence or at borders of single-stranded regions. The overlap between old and new sequence data has to be large enough to allow correct assembly. Therefore, the software aims at the selection of primers in a distance of 50 nt from the 3′-terminus of the known sequence or in double-stranded regions ∼50 nt from the single-stranded region. This distance ensures that an overlap with the known sequence is established while only marginally adding to the redundancy.
Computational methods
Data storage. PRIDE does not reject any primer candidate before having calculated all relevant parameters (thermodynamic stability, secondary binding sites, self-complementarities, etc.) for each possible primer. For efficient handling of the huge amount of data generated during a primer search we store all relevant information in a suffix tree (18) . For the first use of this data structure in biology see Martinez (19) . Suffix trees provide fast access to sequence parts which are unique in the whole sequence (including the complementary strand). This structure can be built up in a time proportional to the number of positions in the sequence using the on-line-construction algorithm of Ukkonen (20) .
Fuzzy logic. For the purpose of assigning relative weights to the parameters a fuzzy logic (21, 22) system was used. Such a tool takes a list of relevant parameters as input. Their ranges are partitioned into categories according to specifications by the user. For example, thermodynamic stability was divided into 'very low', 'low', 'optimal', 'high' and 'very high'.
These categories may be overlapping and the fuzzy logic tool will use specific functions to describe partial assignment of a value to a category. The user also supplies verbal rules (using the category descriptors) linking the input parameters to output parameters. Table 1 lists a subset of the rules used in our application. The fuzzy logic system designs a mathematical model that maps the input parameters to output parameters in accordance with the user's qualitative description. It is thus not necessary for a user to design a mathematical description by himself. Instead, this description is generated by the fuzzy logic system based on only a verbal description of the relevant rules.
We used the fuzzy logic system fuzzyTECH (INFORM GmbH, Aachen, Germany). This system can be handled easily using its graphical user interface. It also provides tools to weight each rule separately.
Quality calculation. Our fuzzy logic rule system contains 37 rules which have been arranged into three different parts (Fig. 1) . While the first rule block includes all parameters associated with the primer sequence itself (Table 1) , the second rule block is used to combine the resulting quality with the position and the stability of the worst secondary binding site of the primer. In the last rule block we assemble the rules from the first two blocks. In the end, an overall primer quality ranging from 0 to 100% is obtained.
Data management. The management of sequencing data, assembly and editing of sequences are done using the Staden package (13) . The communication between PRIDE and the Staden package is performed using the recently described scripting language (23), which is supported by the Staden package.
DNA sequencing
Bacteria carrying plasmid vectors were grown in 96-well deep well blocks for 22 h in 2× YT medium supplemented with 150 µg/ml ampicillin. Plasmid DNA was isolated using a Biorobot 9600 with Qiaprep 96 Turbo modules (Qiagen). Bacteria harboring human P1 DNA were grown for 20 h in LB medium supplemented with 40 µg/ml kanamycin. P1 DNA was isolated using alkaline lysis followed by phenol extraction and ethanol precipitation. Sequencing primers were dissolved in water and adjusted to a concentration of 10 pmol/µl. Cycle sequencing reactions were carried out using Big Dye terminator chemistry (ABI) with 1 µg double-stranded plasmid DNA template or 2 µg P1 DNA and 10 pmol primer/reaction. Cycling conditions were: 25 cycles of 15 s at 95_C, followed by 15 s at 55_C and 4 min at 60_C for plasmids and 40 cycles of 30 s at 95_C, followed by 15 s at 50_C and 4 min at 60_C. Reaction products were purified according to the supplier's recommendations and analyzed on automated DNA sequencers (Applied Biosystems 377).
In the context of evaluation, we generated 110 primers for the finishing of two sequencing projects (P1 with a human genomic insert and human cDNAs) using PRIDE. The quality of each primer was evaluated by measuring the length of the related reads. All reads were manually edited to improve quality before assembly. The length of these reads was determined by ambiguities that could not be resolved manually. If there was more than one ambiguity in a stretch of 80 bases, the sequence starting with the latter ambiguities up to the 3′-terminus was clipped.
Low amounts of DNA in the reaction may reduce the effective read length dramatically, due to a low signal-to-noise ratio, independent of primer sequences. Therefore, all reactions with an average peak strength <60 were repeated using the same primer under the same sequencing conditions but with a higher template concentration. In these cases, maximal read length served us as a measure of quality of each primer.
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
RNA was prepared from cultured skin fibroblasts with RNAzol (AGS, Heidelberg, Germany) and cDNA synthesized with M-MuLV reverse transcriptase and random hexamers (Perkin Elmer). A multiplex PCR was performed in order to obtain products covering the whole cDNA sequence of procollagen α1(V) (COL5A1, referring to EMBL entry D90279) in fragments Nucleic Acids Research, 1998, Vol. 26 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
PRIDE algorithm
The algorithm for searching for optimal primers is divided into two distinct parts. In a first step, PRIDE scans along the complete primary target sequence (e.g. a contig) to find single-stranded regions. For each of these regions PRIDE has to create a primer in the direction suitable to close the single-stranded gap. PRIDE defines subregions for the design of single primers that start at the border of each single-stranded sequence and include 500 bases of the neighboring double-stranded sequence. Additionally, PRIDE also defines subregions at the ends of a contig used for the creation of primers for contig elongation.
In a second step, the consensus sequence of every subregion is used for computation of all relevant parameters (thermodynamic stability, self-complementarity, etc.) of all possible primer candidates. PRIDE builds up a suffix tree containing all sequences necessary in secondary binding site calculations. By default, this includes the entire primary target sequence and a vector, but the user can also extend the tree by adding sequences of repetitive elements or any other sequences that are contained in a user-defined database. After computation of all parameters each primer candidate is weighted using a fuzzy logic rule system which assigns a quality to each candidate. Finally, PRIDE writes a list of the best primers designed for each target region.
Evaluation of the performance of primers designed with PRIDE
We used a test set of 110 primers to analyze the quality of primers designed with the PRIDE program. The average read length of sequences was 589 bases (Fig. 2 ), applying the parameters described in Materials and Methods. No primers failed. Only a few reads (n = 10) were <400 bases. However, we were unable to determine if the length of these short reads is directly caused by the primers, since other sequencing parameters (template concentration, quality of gels, electrophoresis parameters, etc.) also influence the sequencing results.
The signal strength of most reads was strong, reflecting a high quality of the designed primers. None of the tested reads contained a stretch of signals that would indicate secondary binding of primers or the extension of possible primer dimers. We can exclude, therefore, that any of these primers bound to potential secondary binding sites, either on the template or the vector.
The distance between primer and target region (the end of the contig or the border between single-stranded and double-stranded regions) is also important for efficient sequencing. All tested primers were positioned 40-87 bases (mean 61 bases) from the target (Fig. 3) . This short overlap was in all cases large enough to assemble new sequences correctly. By limiting the overlap between the known, double-stranded sequence and the sequence newly generated with the primers designed with PRIDE, the Distance of 5′-terminus of the primers to their target. The target is defined as the end of the known sequence (to contiguate) or the breakpoint between single-and double-stranded sequence (to double strand singlestranded regions). Primers were designed to be located close to the target while guaranteeing sufficient overlap between the new sequence generated with that primer and the known sequence.
redundancy is reduced and the amount of useful sequence is maximized.
Thermodynamic stability. The interaction of primers with the complementary template sequence depends on the thermodynamic stability of the duplex and the physical constraints of sequencing reactions. On the one hand, the thermodynamic stability of a primer has to be high enough to allow annealing to the template. On the other hand, the stability should be as low as possible to increase primer specificity and to decrease the probability of secondary binding sites. All primers designed with PRIDE have a thermodynamic stability of -14 to -17 kcal/mol at 60_C. The melting temperatures of these primers estimated using the rule of Suggs et al. (17) (2_C for A/T and 4_C for G/C pairs) would be 50-64_C (data not shown). The calculation of thermodynamic stability used in PRIDE more accurately reflects reality, because all designed primers worked under the reaction conditions applied, namely a temperature of 55_C for the annealing of primers.
Parameters not used for primer calculation. Several additional parameters used by other primer design programs are not used by PRIDE. In the following we analyze the dependencies between these parameters and the criteria evaluated by our algorithm.
Short repeats. Primers containing at least two units of a short repeat sequence show a higher probability of having thermodynamically stable secondary binding sites within this repeat region. Therefore, checking of regions of short repeats is always included implicitly, since we calculate all secondary binding sites for each primer without masking any repeat.
Loop formation. A subset of primers with self-complementarities is also able to form internal loops. The stability of such loops is roughly the same as that of the related primer dimer (9, 24) . Since formation of loops and dimer formation are not independent, we only consider the more general self-complementarity for further calculations.
G/C content. Most primer design programs select primers with a G/C content of ∼50%. Primers outside a user-defined range are rejected explicitly. However, we do not evaluate G/C content because the base composition influences primer quality indirectly by affecting the probability of self-complementarities and secondary binding sites.
Primers with an extreme G/C content (>80 or <20%) can roughly fall into two different classes: primers consisting mostly of one single type of base and primers consisting mostly of two complementary bases. In the first class, the likelihood of a stable secondary binding site is increased compared with primers with moderate G/C content because it is always possible to find a secondary binding site simply by shifting the primer. In the second class, the high content of complementary bases increases the likelihood of formation of self-complementarities leading to primer dimers. For these reasons primers with a G/C content close to 50% will preferentially be of 'good quality'.
The primers that were used to evaluate the performance of PRIDE have a G/C content between 20 and 71% (mean 41.5%; Fig. 4 ). This might be a reflection of the G/C content of the DNA on which the primers were designed (human), but the G/C content of the primers designed to amplify the collagen gene (G/C content 65%) did not deviate significantly from the average. Only a few primers had a G/C content of <35 or >65%, but even in these cases we could not find a correlation between G/C content and the quality of the sequences generated.
Primer length. The length of sequencing primers is dependent on its base composition and the melting temperature set by the user. By default, the optimal melting temperature is set to 60_C in PRIDE. The length of primers that made up the test set for PRIDE varied over a range of 15-25 bases (mean 21 bases; Fig. 5 ). The difference in length influenced neither the success rate nor the quality in sequencing.
Specific base at the 3′-terminus. The elongation of a primer depends strongly on the stability at its 3′-terminus. The higher this stability is, the more likely a successful elongation of the primer will be. Accordingly, some authors (11) suggest the use of primers with a G or C as 3′-terminal base (GC clamp). Kwok et al. (25) postulate that the last base should not be a T because of the ability of thymine to form non-Watson-Crick base pairs, which would lead to an increased probability of secondary binding sites.
PRIDE selects primers regardless of their 3′-terminal base. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the length of reads related to the primers tested, subdivided according to the 3′-terminal base of the primers. We tested the hypothesis that the distribution of the reading length is independent of the 3′-terminal base. The P value of 0.25, using a Kruskal-Wallis test (26) , indicates that there is no 
Primer design in regions of repetitive DNA
New developments in sequencing chemistry (Big Dye terminators) make the direct sequencing of very large templates (e.g. BAC, PAC) feasible. The probability of such large templates containing complex repeats is rather high, especially when human or other mammalian genomic DNAs are to be sequenced. Because of the high probability of secondary binding, the design of primers in repetitive regions is difficult or, in many cases, even impossible. Upon sequencing large genomic templates, where repetitive elements such as Alu repeats are very likely to be present in several copies, PRIDE harbors a database which consists of a compilation of several known repeat sequences (Alu, LINE, MER, etc.) that can be searched for secondary binding sites. Different copies of a type of repetitive element may differ in a few bases. Therefore, it may also be possible to find primers within these repetitive elements which do not have stable secondary binding sites in other members of the same type of element. Additionally, repetitive elements are sometimes spaced by short, non-repetitive sequences. These intersecting regions are also candidates for successful primer design. We used COL5A1 to test the quality of our primer design program when handling sequences mostly consisting of repeats. COL5A1 contains a large triple helix region which consists of repetitive, but sometimes slightly different, sequence elements, each 5-10 bases in length. These repeats are spaced by short regions of non-repetitive DNA. This highly repetitive triple helix region makes it difficult to find unique primer binding sites.
The properties of COL5A1 are reflected in the quality of primers computed using PRIDE. Figure 6 shows the distribution of high quality (>50%) primers along the whole COL5A1 sequence. In non-repetitive regions with moderate G/C content (positions 1-1500 and 4800-5676) many good primers were predicted. In contrast, the number of high quality primers in the triple helix region (position 1500-4800) was much lower. The primer sites were restricted to regions that intersect the repeat units (Fig. 6) . Because of sequence variations in repeat elements, few primers were calculated within a tandem repeat (27; Fig. 6b , positions 4493-4498). Most important for successful design of primers is the uniqueness of the 3′-terminus of primers, while the 5′-terminus could be part of a repeat unit. We designed 11 primer pairs for PCR to amplify the whole COL5A1 sequence. All target fragments were amplified successfully.
Performance of PRIDE
In contrast to other primer design software, PRIDE evaluates each possible primer candidate. The amount of computational effort here is far above what any other primer design program does. Nevertheless, PRIDE is fast in calculating optimal primers. It checks for all potential secondary binding sites in template, repetitive element or vector sequences. Calculation time depends linearly on the length of sequence used for secondary binding site checking (Fig. 7) . On average, a primer calculation considering all primer candidates on a target sequence of length 500 bases and a vector sequence of 5000 bases in length takes <6 s on a Sun SPARCstation 5. This is only slightly slower than the calculation time of other primer design programs, but this certainly does not limit the throughput of sequencing. A similar but much more complex primer calculation, including checking of secondary binding sites within 100 kilobases of random ('artificial vector') sequence, takes <30 s. PRIDE's high performance makes it feasible to efficiently search primers on large templates and/or to analyze secondary binding sites in abundant sequences like repetitive elements. 
Integration into the Staden package
PRIDE is fully integrated into the widely used Staden package (GAP4 v.4.2), which is used for editing and assembling of sequencing data. The Staden package is a UNIX-based software package that has a user-friendly graphical user interface. PRIDE is directly launched from a pull-down menu within GAP4.
Single contigs or all contigs of a sequencing project can be selected at a time for automated primer design. PRIDE extracts the relevant sequence parts for primer design to elongate and/or to double strand contigs. All newly designed primers are automatically visualized by creating tags in the project database.
Each primer tag is placed on a template which is predicted to be the best template for sequencing in order to obtain the longest read without reading into vector. The tags contain a unique primer identifier and the creation date. The nucleotide sequence of each primer and its name are also written into a separate file, which can be further used for oligonucleotide ordering. PRIDE recognizes existing primer tags from a preceding primer design automatically, to avoid duplication of primers for the same target region.
Additionally, we have developed software that facilitates the handling of tags in large sequencing projects. The searching for, the visualization of and the removal of single or groups of specific tags can be performed using different selection criteria (tag type, primer name, creation date). By entering the primers as tags, the correct assembly of new related reads can be controlled by opening a contig join editor with the primer tag in one window and the related read in the second window, both sequences in the same orientation.
Availability of PRIDE
To academic institutions PRIDE is available for a fee of 100 German marks (∼US$55) that is intended to cover our costs of distribution and maintenance. Commercial users are asked to contact the first author. A freely accessible World Wide Web version of PRIDE can be used to design primers on a single sequence. The address for this service is http://www.dkfz-heidelberg.de/ tbi/services/Pride/prideform . This web page also contains detailed information on the availability and hardware requirements of PRIDE.
